
Google will launch Android 11
for  Pixel  phones,  OnePlus,
Xiaomi and more
Google has finally launched the much-awaited Android 11. But
the  latest  version  of  the  operating  system  will  be  only
available for select smartphone brands such as Google Pixel,
OnePlus, Xiaomi and Oppo. Android 11 has several interesting
features which provide more controlling over privacy and data,
redesigning media controls and enhancing communications tools.

Sundar Pichai announced the update on Twitter, Google CEO and
said that Android 11 provides better ways to communicate and
manage your devices & media, by controlling over your data and
privacy.

Android 11 will move the messaging apps in the notifications
section  by  which  users  can  also  prioritize  the  important
conversations that are to them. Now Android 11 will bring all
the multiple messaging apps under one roof.

It has also introduced a new feature called Bubbles which
helps users in multi-tasking. The bubbles will float over the
usable apps. When you get an important message you don’t need
to leave your app for responding to the message. You can reply
only by tapping on the bubble.

Another most-awaited feature obtained in the Android 11 that
it has a built-in screen recorder. These features will let
users capture and share whatever they are watching or doing on
their phones with their friends. Users can record whatever
they want to without any extra app for screen recording.

The  media  controls  have  launched  with  new  design  in  this
latest version of the operating system. Users can now easily
switch the media on. Besides that, the users can also get
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access to smart devices connected to their smartphones by
long-pressing the power button.

Android 11 has many privacy features such as if you have not
used an app for a long time, it will stop the app from
accessing your data over more than a month. Android will now
have “auto-reset” permissions for unused apps and you will get
notification accordingly.


